



Muslim. Relations,. and. Sheikh.
Ali. Al.Hakim,. researcher. for. the.
Islamic. Centre. of. England,. also.
presented.on.the.topic.
Dr.. Whitehouse. started. his.
presentation. with. the. entry. of.
sin.into.the.world,.outlining.how.
man. lost. the. privilege. of. close.
association. with. God. and. yet.
at. that. time. God. laid. his. plan.
for. the. restoration. of. that. lost.
relationship. and. the. establish-
ment.of.both.peace.and.justice.










in. a. controversy. that. has. led.
to injustice and conflict in our 




ed his self-sacrificing love for all 
of.humankind,.and.through.this.












On. April. 23,. 2006. Adventists.
and.Muslims.met.together.at.the.
Islamic.Centre.of.England,.to.share.
their. particular. perspectives. on.
last.day.events,.which.included.the.
second. coming. of. Jesus.and. the.






centre. is. located. in. Maida. Vale,.
London,.UK..Between.40.and.50.
Adventists. from. Newbold. College.
and. the. South. England. Confer-





speaker. on. behalf. of. the. Sev-
enth-day. Adventist. Church. and.
Sheikh.Bahmanpour,.head.of.the.
Undergraduate.and.Postgraduate.
Department. of. Islamic. Studies,.
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that.have.this. ‘new.heart’.need.
not. fear. the. judgment.and.can.





of. justice. and. peace,. and. how.
Seventh-day. Adventists. believe.
that.God’s.plan.for.restoration,.






Adventists. and. Muslims. look.
forward. to. his. coming. and. see.




ways,. they. have. not. succeeded..
“When. Jesus. left. this. earth. he.
promised. to. leave. peace. with.
those.who.were.left.behind,”.Mr..
Osindo. said,. “Not. the. kind. that.
the.world.offers,.but.God’s.peace,.
the. kind. of. peace. which. brings.







of. Jesus,. the. judgment. which.
will.take.place.at.the.end.of.time,.
and the final restoration of God’s 
peace.and.justice.on.earth.
Sheikh. Bahmanpour. started.
his. presentation. by. noting. the.




of. the. restoration. of. peace. and.
justice. at. the. second. coming. of.
Jesus..Sheikh.Bahmanpour.went.
on.to.say.that.you.cannot.think.
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time.. Sheikh. Bahmanpour. con-
tinued.to.outline.how.the.second.
coming.of.Jesus.and.the.coming.











evening,”. said. Dr.. Pedersen. of.
the. Department. of. Theological.
Studies. at. Newbold. College,.
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